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THIRD QUARTER   H.P.E HANDOUT FOR GRADE 11 

Name:_____________________________________ section:________ 

Basketball Game 

Basketball rules have some differences between the NBA and all other competitions, trying to 

get some improvement in certain aspects, but the trend is that these differences will fade over 

time. 

Basketball Court: The basketball court should be rigid and free of obstructions, with 

measures 28 meters long by 15 meters wide. 

The field has several lines and markings that we will now explain one by one as follows: 

A. Lateral Lines – These lines are on the sides of the court and delimit the same, marking 

the zone valid to play. 

B. Limit Line – This line also serves to delimit the field and it is from her that the players 

replace the ball in play when she left or a basket is made. 

C. Central Line – The central line is responsible for dividing the field in half and defining 

which defensive zone and attacker belongs to which team. 

D. Line 3 points – The pitches that are made behind this line are worth 3 points to enter. 

The line is 6,75 meters from the basket. 

E. Free Throw Line – It is from this line that the players who will make a free throw the 

ball. At launch, the player cannot step on the line or overtake it before the ball touches 

the rim. 

F. Free Throw Circle – The free-throw circles have a diameter of 3.65 meters. During the 

free-throw throw, the shooter must remain within the free-throw circle. 

G. Lane Line – These lines are used to indicate where players should position themselves 

when a free throw is executed and also delimits the restricted zone. Players cannot 

leave their position and enter the restrictive zone until the ball leaves the thrower’s 

hand. 

H. Central Circle – It has about 3.65 meters in diameter and is located in the center of the 

basketball court. It serves to delimit the zone where players who are not in the ball in 

the air, having to stay out of it until either of those two touch the ball. 
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Basketball Characteristics and Objectives 

The basketball game consists of two teams, each with 10 players (5 holders and 5 reserves) who 

aim to make as many points as possible during the game. Win the team with more points at the 

end. 

This is divided into 4 times, each with 10 minutes. 

The possession of the ball is decided with a ball in the air, thrown by the referee, and each team 

chooses a player to try to reach the ball and divert it to a teammate. This ball throw has some 

rules, they are: 

The two players must have their feet within their half of the field; 

The ball is thrown vertically and players can only touch the ball when it reaches its highest 

point; 

The other players must remain outside the center circle until either of those two players 

touches the ball; 

From there, at each start of time, the table indicates who owns the ball, pointing an arrow to 

that team.                           

THE RULES AND TECHNIQUES OF BASKETBALL GAME 

A coach’s hardest job might be getting youth basketball players from committing a foul or dribbling the 

ball improperly. Get the players in the game by instilling these 10 important basketball rules: 

(Teach the best coaching techniques through PSTV training plans. Here's a great Triple Threat to ball 

handling video to reinforce good fundamentals.) 

Scoring. Beginners won’t shoot a lot of 3-pointers, but have them to understand a free throw is worth 

one point, a field goal is worth two and a 3-pointer is good for three points. 

Tip-off/jump ball. The game begins with two opposing players in the center circle, each jumping to tip 

the basketball that the referee tosses up. The team that does not gain the tip-off gains the possession 

arrow and will be awarded the basketball the next time it is tied up between opposing players. The 

teams will switch off with the possession arrow on every jump ball situation or at the beginning of a 

quarter or half. A jump ball will only be used again at the start of an overtime period. The possession 

arrow will be used during overtime periods. 

Dribbling violations. Yes, there are many. A dribbler can’t “travel” by walking or running with the ball 

more than 1½ steps; “double dribble” by bouncing the ball with both hands or doing a dribble, stop and 
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dribble again; “palm” the basketball by dribbling with his hand too far on the side or underneath it; or 

change his pivot foot while he is holding the ball. 

Personal fouls. A player must remain in control of himself or herself and will draw a foul for actions 

such as hitting, holding pushing, slapping and tripping. Fouls can be called on both the offense and 

defense, and each player is disqualified from the game if he draws five fouls (the NBA uses six fouls). 

Charging/blocking. A referee doesn’t necessarily have an easy time determining these fouls. A charge 

is an offensive foul that is committed when a player pushes or runs over a defensive player. The ball is 

awarded to the defense. A defender must establish position in front of the offensive player or upon 

contact will be called for blocking against the offensive player. 

Foul shot violation. Nobody can enter the foul lane on a free throw until the ball hits the rim. 

Ten-second violation. When moving the basketball up from its backcourt, a boys’ basketball team has 

10 seconds to get the ball over the midcourt line. If the offense commits the violation, the ball is 

awarded to the defense. This rule is not used in all levels of girls' basketball. 

Backcourt violation. Once the offense moves the basketball past the midcourt line, it cannot allow it 

to go back across the line during its possession. If the offense commits this violation, the ball is awarded 

to the defense. If the defense knocks the ball over the sideline or baseline during the possession, the 

offense can inbounds the ball into the backcourt and collect it again. 

Three-second rule. An offensive player cannot stand in the lane (also known as the key or paint) for 

more than three seconds. If the offense commits the violation, the ball is awarded to the defense. On 

the youngest levels, a league may allow for a five-second rule. 

Five-second violation. On an inbounds play, the passer must pass the basketball within five seconds or 

it will be awarded to the defense. If an offensive player is closely guarded, he cannot hold the ball for 

more than five positions in basketball 

Positions in basketball game 

In professional basketball teams, each player has a position. A position is a job or role that a player has 

to take part in to play the game. If everyone is doing their job correctly, the team is usually successful. 

A. Point guard (PG) (1) - point guards are responsible for leading the team on offense. They have 

to take the ball out (to dribble the ball halfway across their team's court side into the opposing 

team's court side) and plan an "attack" or "play" - to pass the ball to a player and he passes on 

to another player and so on till a player shoots the basketball. Point guards can be small, but 

they have to be very fast and possess good ball-handling. But the most important thing for the 

PG is a wide view. PG should control the game when on offense. That's why PG is called 'the 

coach on the court'. 
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B. Shooting guard (SG) (2) - shooting guards generally are a little bit taller and slower than point 

guards. They have to make good shots from far distances (like three-point lines). 

C. Small forward (SF) (3) - small forwards are generally taller than both point guards and shooting 

guards. They are the team's most versatile player, doing everything from rebounding and 

assisting to scoring. 

D. Power forward (PF) (4) - power forwards are usually one of the strongest players who play 

inside the 3 point line. Their job is to receive rebounds from under the basket and score in the 

opposing team's basket, although it is unusual for a power forward to score most points for the 

team. 

E. Center (C) (5) - Centers will usually be the tallest player on the team. They score close to the 

basket, rebound and block shots on the defensive end. They also start the game in the tip off. 

Other positions, more usual in professional basketball teams, are used in basketball. 

F. Swingman - a basketball player who can play both small forward and shooting guard positions. 

G. Stretch four (also corner man) - a basketball player who can play both power forward and small 

forward positions. The term "stretch four" comes from the concept of a power forward ("four") 

capable of "stretching" a defense with outside shooting ability. 

H. Point forward - a basketball player who can play both point guard and forward (either small 

forward or power forward) positions. 

I. Forward-center - a basketball player who can play both forward seconds without dribbling, 

passing or shooting it. 


